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2. Literature Review 
 

Literature review is focused on presenting related work on electronic agricultural 

commodity trading with a special focus to SMS based trading. Also this chapter covers a 

review on trading framework based on ebXML and UMM that can be employed as the 

basis for the proposed work along with underlying modeling mechanism.  

 

2.1 Related work on electronic agricultural commodity trading 
 
Apparently there hasn’t been any research work carried out in providing a comprehensive 

solution for agricultural commodity trading based on SMS messaging in Sri Lanka and 

there have been very few instances where researches were based on WAP / Web 

solutions. 

 

In global context there are many research work carried out in implementing web based 

agro trading sites and currently there are some commercially operational ones as well for 

e.g. AGRIWATCH.[6]. In most of these commercial implementations the SMS 

operations have been mostly limited to sending alerts to users.  Also there has been some 

research work carried out on SMS based agro trading where some of them facilitate 

farmer-trader offer management and biding.  

 

In local context there is one instance where an appreciable effort has been launched in 

prototypic implementation of e-Trading system for Sri Lankan farmers which could be 

accessed and operated by WAP enabled mobiles as well as by web browsers with 

personal computers by Revantha Udugampola [1]. 

 

The work done by Revantha presents a conceptual view of how the local (Sri Lankan) 

vegetables and fruits farmers could use information technology to maximize there 

product distributions and to gain a higher profit margin for their crops by directly liaising 

with the buyers for the sale products at competitive prices. A framework for establishing 

an agricultural product trading exchange in the local context, which is primarily 
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accessible and operational through mobile phones and the internet is too discussed in the 

paper published by him. 

 

The operational aspects of the system proposed by Revantha closely relates to that of a 

stock exchange or a commodities exchange. The farmers would be provided an interface 

to advertise their crops (details such as the product quality factor, price, etc would be 

included.) And buyers could directly negotiate the pricing aspects with farmers 

concerned. A transportation module has already been proposed as an integrated by-

product of the system. 

 

The farmer and the trader registering processes would take place manually, whereby the 

necessary credentials will be filled in a form and handed over to the trading exchange. 

Also the product information input to the system too would be of this nature, in which the 

farmer first fills up a form which carries product details and submitted to the exchange 

with sample of the product to be advertised on the system.  

 

But this approach limits the flexibility of the system as farmers and traders are required to 

go to the trading exchange to get them selves registered and farmers are required to go to 

the trading exchange with a product sample to get the product advertised. In the provision 

of more viable solution, registration to the system can be made via an online phone 

inquiry where user information can be validated by connecting to banking interface 

exposed by providing user bank account number and national identity number. Also 

farmers should be allowed to advertise products using their mobile devices either trough 

WAP site or through SMS. However they have to keep the honoring in transactions by 

providing the actual quality factor, for this process to be successful. 

With the proposed system by Revantha Udugampola [1] the traders would be provided 

with a web based interface to search for specific crops, the system would display the 

results in a tabular format. The trader could then initiate a bid for the product; the bid 

would include the quantity the trader interested and the bid price. 
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The placed bid would be conveyed on real time basis to the farmers WAP enabled GPRS 

phone using WAP push technology. At which point the farmer could specify the 

necessary trade instruction as to trade or to renegotiate the price for the bid.   

 

A prototype of sinhala based web interface has also been developed specifically to cater 

to the farmers to use the system efficiently and to remove any language barriers. 

One constraint he has faced was the non availability of the sinhala characters for the 

mobile WAP interfaces which limits the information grasp by farmers. 

 

The proposed system seem to provide some features via mobile WAP interface and some 

via a pc browser based application. But the traders don’t seem to have a facility to bid for 

products via a WAP interface, which indicate that farmers and traders should have access 

to both mechanisms which is not practically possible. A mobile application with most of 

the features and pc browser based web application for admin purposes would have been 

an ideal solution. Even the operational aspects  of the system is limited to the most of the 

conventional stock trading system operations but this could be improved by allowing 

even traders to introduce offers and formulating a mechanism to match trader –farmer 

offers. 

 

MISTOWA [2] the newsletter for Networks of Regional Market Information Systems and 

Traders’ Organizations in West Africa has reveled official launch and features of Trade 

Net. Trade Net (www.tradenet.biz) an internet portal two years in development, was 

officially launched by BusyLab on January 30th, 2007, the day prior to the Agbogbloshie 

ABIP launching. The ABIP would not be possible but for the partnership between 

MISTOWA and Busy lab in developing and promoting the TradeNet portal, which 

currently operates in 12 countries and 300 markets in Africa, allowing farmers and 

traders to use high-tech to trade in agricultural commodities. 

 

TradeNet [3] lets producers and traders to access prices for specific commodities and 

markets throughout West Africa;  have a profile and website at no cost on TradeNet, to 

display commodities, prices, locations and contact details; use SMS messaging on mobile 
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phones to buy, sell, and receive alerts on commodities and markets they choose. The 

TradeNet seems to have many SMS based trading features such as offer posting, getting 

current prices on mobile, uploading offers/prices via SMS  etc and all needed features 

should  be activated through SMS alert registration module available with the web 

application.  

This SMS alert registration module allows registering for alerts such as bids and offers, 

bids only or offers only. But it seems this system simply forward the received  offers to 

buy and sell to respective parties without effective processing and doesn’t seems to 

provide a mechanism for negotiations as well as payments handling. There’s no clear 

evidences as to how SMS based bidding or negotiations carry out. Currently the web 

application is having a feature to send a SMS or email to a person who has posted an 

offer but negotiation process seems to be carried out using emails or phone conversation. 

 

Lessons from the [4] which provides an overview of the current uses of information and 

communication technologies for development reveals on several portals which provide 

not just information, but serves as an e-commerce platform as well. By bringing together 

online both producers and distributors, these portals help enabling a more efficient 

marketplace that rewards both buyers and sellers. For example, B2Bpricenow.com [5] is 

a free agriculture e-marketplace that provides updates via SMS messaging to Philippino 

farmers. An online trading and payment system for farmers and cooperatives is also 

available on the site. In India, Agriwatch provides information and analysis on 

agricultural commodities, and includes an online auction and e-commerce features for 

Indian producers and suppliers. Also in India, Media Lab Asia is developing an electronic 

trading platform for agro commodities called Digital Mandi.  

 

B2Bpricenow.com [5] provides features such as uploading prices and canvassing prices 

for farmers. All parties will have their members' page where they can list their product 

of interest when buying or selling. The portal also facilitates setting a meeting in a 

virtual meeting place where buyer and sellers can meet to negotiate their trade terms 

and sign a legally binding contract.  The b2bpricenow.com offers mobility to its 

members/users in accessing up-to-the-minute price information of buyers and sellers 
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entered in their member page. The members/users can also post offers / update offers or 

canvass through their WAP enabled mobile phones. But b2bpricenow.com doesn’t 

seem to offer effective mechanism for bidding, negotiation, payments handling and 

transportation. 

 

AGRIWATCH [6] is an information distribution service that provides farmers and traders 

the access to market and technical information on crops and other commodities with 

which they deal in the form of a news paper, magazines, SMS and web services. With the 

SMS service, subscribers can choose to receive 12 daily SMS messages containing 

valuable trade information such as future quotes, prices and news on up to 4 different 

commodities. But AGRIWATCH is not currently providing a trading platform and it 

capabilities just restricted to some information provisioning.  

 

Amit Srivastava  and Anshuman Panwar [7] has proposed an E-Business platform for 

Indian agriculture market where the objective was to develop an E-business platform for 

Indian agriculture market which supports services like trading, latest price information, 

electronic warehouse receipt and making all these services available on internet as well as 

IVR (Interactive Voice response) and SMS. 

 

The motivation behind this study was, although many agriculture e-business platforms 

exist in the Indian market, they don’t ensure that the commodity is actually held by the 

seller and the quantity and quality are as same as mentioned. To solve this problem the 

Authors have come with the concept of Electronic Warehouse Receipt (EWR). 

The proposed systems backend consists of MySQL database engine and Apache tomcat 

application server running jsp and servlets and clients can connect through conventional 

web browsers and IP phones. The system consists of the following:  

Web based trading, IVR (Interactive Voice Response), Electronic Warehouse Receipt 

(EWR).  And   SMS alerts. 

 

Web based trading provides farmers and traders a forum to buy or sell their products 
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maximizing their profits with features such as placing offers to buy and sell, view all the 

offers currently running, search for offers for any particular product placing bids, my 

offers, my Requests,  my committed transactions, requests (bids) for my offers etc. 

 

They have used SMS for the following purposes 

1. SMS alerts: whenever there’s a request for an offer posted by a vendor a SMS is 

automatically sent to the vendor informing him/her about the request. Also, 

whenever status of any of his/her request gets changed, a SMS is sent for that. 

2. Price Information: Vendors can SMS <price>, <mandi_code> <product code>’ 

for latest available price information about the product in the Mandi. 

 

The desired properties of SMS center are 

1. Sends a given message to a given phone number with optional UNICODE 

encoding.    

2. Checks regularly for incoming messages and replies automatically to them. 

 

But even with this project the SMS capabilities has been restricted to inquire pricing 

aspects and send notifications on triggering certain events. There’s no active trading with 

offer posting and bidding .The negotiation takes place purely via SMS.  

 

Pramita Mitra, et.al [8] has proposed an SMS based rural application for agricultural 

consultancy and commodity booking service However, in India, internet facility is still 

limited in most of the rural areas. Hence they propose a cost-effective SMS based system, 

named ‘Agro-based Advice and Commodity Booking Service’, for providing the farmers 

information about market prices of agricultural commodities and advice about fertilizers 

to be used for the particular crop being asked. 

 

In this system, the farmers can enquire about the most recent prices of the agricultural 

products like a variety of grains and their seeds, fertilizers and pesticides. They can also 

place an order in advance for buying or selling some of the products specifying the 

amount needed. In this case, the database is adjusted accordingly to reflect the changes in 
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the amount in store. The system also provides the facility of giving advice of fertilizers to 

be used for a particular type of grain or pesticides to be used to control a particular type 

of pest. The farmers will only have to send an SMS to the service center in a predefined 

format. The design architecture of the system consists of three basic modules: The SMS 

application interface server, agricultural database server and a database module 

containing three databases: ‘Grains and Seeds Database’, ‘Fertilizers and Pesticides 

Database’ and ‘Pest Control Database’ . 

The SMS Gateway Application is basically a java application running on the server and it 

implements the java communication API and a third party java SMS API for the purpose 

of reading the SMS. The agricultural database server is a remote server. In this case, they 

have used an Austria based server http://www.mycgiserver.com. The Agricultural 

Database Interface Application is basically a Java Servlet running on the remote server, 

which is invoked when the Network. Even the authors have thought about providing a 

local language Interface which could be of much convenience to the Indian farmers who 

may not be proficient in using English. Therefore their approach to the design of LLI was 

in two modules: 1. Receiving the regional language SMS and converting it into proper 

SQL statements to query the remote Database module and 

 2. Sending back the result in the same Regional Language by converting the response 

obtained internally. This was achieved by introducing  a new Language Converter 

Application in between the Parser Application and the Network Interface Application 

which converts the intermediate code obtained by parsing the regional language SMS into 

its English counterparts 

This study has no direct relation to SMS or web based agro trading at all. but the concept 

and the architectural design specially when implementing LLI seems to be interesting. 

 

AS RATES Trade Office [9] reveals that  Malawi agricultural commodity exchange – 

MACE aims at improving market access to smallholder farmers by reducing transaction 

costs and risks involved in commodity marketing and also  provides commodity price and 

production information on a daily basis in major cities in Malawi. With improved access 

to market information, the farmer can now make decisions on where and when to sell the 

product.  MACE uses different media in its system of trading and SMS is one of them 
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where farmers can post offers of their commodities through the phone or receive 

information about local prices and town prices. Also the bid and offer information can 

also be accessed through phone. But no information is available on the trading 

mechanism employed. This again doesn’t seem to have effective bidding, negotiations, 

payment handlings or transportation handled through SMSs.  

2.2 Review on the trading framework based on ebXML and UMM 
 
Literature review was extended to identify a suitable trading frame work and a modeling 

mechanism that could be adapted to the trading portal. ebXML was identified as a trading 

framework for electronic transactions where as  UMM Meta Model was identified as the 

underlying modeling methodology. 

 
The Electronic Business (e-Business) extensible Markup Language (XML) [ebXML] is a 

set of specifications that enable electronic trading relationships between business 

partners. The heterogeneous nature of the e-Business transactions require a flexible 

infrastructure/framework that supports simple service calls and complex document 

exchange. 

 

As per UN/CEFACT and OASIS Business Process Team [10] the vision of ebXML is to 

create a single global electronic marketplace where enterprises of any size and in any 

geographical location can meet and conduct business with each other through the 

exchange of XML based messages. ebXML enables anyone, anywhere, to do electronic 

business with anyone else, however, it is anticipated that compliance with and adoption 

of the various ebXML components will be incremental, over time. 

 

In order for enterprises to conduct electronic business with each other, they must first 

discover each other and the products and services they have to offer. They then must 

determine which processes and documents are necessary to obtain those products and 

services. After that, they need to determine how the exchange of information will take 

place and then agree on contractual terms and conditions. Once all of this is 
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accomplished, they can then exchange information and products/services according to 

these agreements. 

 

To facilitate this, ebXML provides an infrastructure for data communication 

interoperability, a semantic framework for commercial interoperability, and a mechanism 

that allows enterprises to find, establishes a relationship, and conduct business with each 

other. 

 

EbXML supports: 

 Communicate data in common terms  

 Register and provide eBusiness artifacts and services and Registry Information Model  

 Configure technical contract between business partners  

(Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements) 

 Provide secure and reliable transport (ebXML Messaging Service [ebMS]) 

 Enable business processes  

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Design time and runtime artifacts of the proposed frame work (source [11]) 
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Business Process Specification Schema 

Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS) provides a standard framework by which 

business systems may be configured to support execution of business collaborations 

consisting of business transactions [11].  

 

Core Components:  

Core Components prescribe the use of a common set of semantic building blocks that 

represent the general types of business data in use today [11]. 

 

Collaboration Protocol:  

Collaboration-Protocol Profile and Agreement (CPP/A) specification defines the structure 

and contents of ebXML Collaboration Protocol Profiles (CPPs) and Collaboration 

Protocol Agreements (CPAs), both of which are used for business integration and trading 

partner discovery purposes [11]. 

 

Messaging:  

ebXML Messaging Service (ebMS) Specification defines a communications protocol-

neutral method for exchanging electronic business messages [11]. 
 
 
Registry/Repository:  

Defines an information model and services for the registration, storage, and maintenance 

of information utilized for an electronic business exchange [11]. 

 

As per As per UN/CEFACT and OASIS Business Process Team [10] data 

communication interoperability is ensured in ebXML by a standard message transport 

mechanism with a well-defined interface, packaging rules, and a predictable delivery 

model, as well as an interface to handle incoming and outgoing messages at either end. 

Commercial interoperability is provided by means of a specification schema for defining 

business processes and a core components and context model for defining Business 

Documents. ebXML recommends a methodology and provides a set of worksheets and 

guidelines for creating those models. A business library (catalog) of business process and 
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information models promotes business efficiency by encouraging reuse of business 

processes or parts of predefined business processes. 

 

In order for the actual conduct of business to take place, ebXML provides a shared 

repository where businesses can discover each other’s business offering by means of 

partner profile information, a process for establishing an agreement to do business 

(Collaboration Protocol Agreement, or CPA), and a shared repository for company 

profiles, business-process-specifications, and relevant business messages. 

 

The Meta-model named UMM (UN/CEFACT Modeling Methodology) which is based 

on UML was employed as the modeling mechanism. UMM supports various UML 

modeling notations such as sequence diagrams, use cases, collaboration diagram, state 

diagrams hence supporting to produce requirements artifacts, analysis artifacts and design 

artifacts [12]. 

 
The UN Modeling Methodology (UMM) breaks Business Processes down into smaller 

components called Business Collaborations. Business Collaborations are then broken 

down into even smaller Business Collaborations and Business Transactions. A Business 

Collaboration is an orchestrated set of smaller Business Collaborations and Business 

Transactions. Each transaction consists of a pair of request and response activities carried 

out by two Business Partners in different roles as well as document flows between the 

activities. Collaboration may be between two parties, a Binary Collaboration, or between 

several parties, a Multi Party Collaboration [13].  

 

A Business Transaction is an atomic unit of work; it consists of one Requesting Business 

Activity, one Responding Business Activity, and one or two document flows between 

them. There is always a Request document flow, while there does not have to be a 

corresponding Response document flow. A pair of Request and Response document 

flows is needed in cases where some kind of agreement is to be established. Some 

transactions, however, have the function of notifications, and in such cases only a 

Request document flow is needed [13].  
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In defining business collaboration protocols it would be useful to identify phases of 

business collaboration through ISO Open-edi Phases [16]. 

Once an enterprise has been divided into the 8 high- level business areas namely 

Procurement/Sales, Design, Manufacture, Logistics, Recruitment/Training, Financial, 

Services, Regulation and Health Care, it is possible to decompose each one of those areas 

further into process areas. The business process catalog’s second- level classification – its 

normative sub-categories is based on the five successive phases of business collaboration 

as defined by the ISO Open-edi model [16].  These phases are illustrated in Figure 2 and 

explained below relating to the area of Procurement/Sales which is the focus of the e-

business carried out by the proposed study. 

 
 

Figure 2 - Phases of a Business Collaboration from the ISO Open-edi Model ( [16]) 

 
Planning: In the Planning Phase, both the buyer and seller are engaged in activities to 

decide what action to take for acquiring or selling a good, service, and/or right[16]. 

Identification: The Identification Phase pertains to all those actions or events whereby 

data is interchanged among potential buyers and sellers in order to 

establish a one-to-one linkage[16]. 
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Negotiation: The Negotiation Phase pertains to all those actions and events involving the 

exchange of information following the Identification Phase where a potential buyer and 

seller have (1) identified the nature of good(s) and/or service(s) to be provided; and, (2) 

identified each other at a level of certainty [16].  

 

Actualization: The Actualization Phase pertains to all activities or events necessary 

for the execution of the results of the negotiation for an actual business transaction[16]. 

 

Post-Actualization: The Post-Actualization Phase includes all of the activities or 

events and associated exchanges of information that occur between the buyer and 

the seller after the agreed upon good, service, and/or right is deemed to have been 

delivered[16]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


